
 

 

Newcastle Community Cinema, winners of, among other awards, the Engholm Prize at the 2012 and 2013 Film 

Society of the Year Awards have had a profound and inspiring affect on their local community since being set 

up in 2009.  Known for putting "the old fashioned excitement back into 'Saturday Night at the Movies!”' 

Newcastle Community Cinema demonstrate imagination and innovation in all their events. The following case 

study is an extract from their 2012 application. 

  

Born in 2009, and run by 5 likeminded volunteers with a passion for film, the Newcastle Community Cinema 
is a non-profit making organisation with one aim - to bring great movies, new and old, familiar and less-so, 
to the people of Newcastle and its surrounding region. Since the gala opening screening of “The Shining” 
back in Halloween of 2009, to an Annesley Hall bursting with 170 guests, The Cinema has endeavoured to 
provide a wide range of films on a monthly basis, catering for all tastes in a relaxed, informal atmosphere. 
Boasting a well-stocked bar, and a traditional popcorn machine at every show, NCC is a welcome 
alternative to the multiplex way of enjoying films. 
 

Once they were underway, Newcastle Community Cinema felt that it was fundamental to the success of the 
project that they consulted the local community on a regular basis, so they could provide a rich and diverse 
program that whetted the collective appetite of the town. A large amount of the audience present at their 
first screening in October, 2009 comprised representatives and board members of a wide selection of the 
region’s voluntary groups, not to mention the Local Council, and it was from these initial positive 
encounters that the seeds were sown for NCC’s considerable involvement with a myriad of local projects, 
festivals, charities and events. Traditional events that take place every year in Newcastle, such as the 
Harbour community’s Herring Gutters Festival every August, and the Councils Hallowtides bonanza every 
October have become highlights in the NCC calendar too. They have always provided a themed film for 
each occasion - maritime movies such as Jaws as part of the Herring Gutters’, and a selection of scary 
movies such as American Werewolf In London, Poltergeist or Nosferatu to coincide with the celebrations of 
Oct 31st. They are also closely involved with their local Lions Club, who initially asked them to coordinate a 
“Dinner & A Movie” themed evening for an audience of senior citizens and the socially isolated, as part of 
their ongoing community work. This ultimately resulted in several of these memorable evenings which 
involved local caterers to providing the meals, and films such as Singin’ In The Rain & Some Like It Hot. It is 
these occasions where they really get to see the benefit of what they are doing in the community, and to 
reap the rewards of such a grateful response at the end of the film. 
 

Rather than using the usual available graphics for a film, NCC tend to look for other iconic visual aspects 
that they can include, and as such design something that grabs the attention, is unusual, striking, and 
absolutely original, and can become collectible in its own right with some members of the audience. A 
“guerrilla” approach has always been adopted in terms of how a film is marketed; they approach all 
businesses in and out of town to include posters and flyers on their premises.  They strive to be always 
doing something different from the norm - a good example of this is their Polaroid style flyers for their 
screening of Memento, that were strategically positioned in amusing locations around town a couple of 
weeks before the screening. They always submit information to the region's main publications, such as the 
Mourne Observer and Mourne Magazine, and receive additional coverage if the cinema is involved with a 
community project, festival or a screening outside of Newcastle. Other non-Newcastle media has now 
heard of NCC, and programme details and opinions on previous screenings have appeared in titles as 
diverse as The Big List (Belfast’s main weekly entertainment freesheet), Alternative Ulster and even the 
Belfast Telegraph. Blogs, such as Newcastle Rocks, helps boost the profile online too, opining about NCC 
activities to their readers, and linking back to the website. Even local radio station Downtown FM has 



featured NCC in its entertainment news slots. 
 

Their website, www.newcastlecinema.org, provides a full profile of who they are and everything they have 
done, right up to the next 3 months screenings. With a Paypal facility in place, customers can now order 
tickets online and enjoy a 10% discount, which is becoming a more and more popular option for regulars. 
While the core programme offered throughout the year is always heavily marketed, it is the scoop films 
that they screen, the NI or all-Ireland premieres that they go to town on. One particular coup was born of a 
Twitter conversation with the LA based film writer Ryan Levin. Ryan had originally been a TV writer for hit 
medical sitcom Scrubs, but through chatting with him it emerged he had completed his first feature film, a 
horror comedy subtly titled Some Guy Who Kills People. After several tweets, Ryan allowed NCC to 
premiere his new film, its’ first showing in the UK. He also sent a to-camera introduction to his film, 
specially recorded for the premiere. This caused a few waves for locally and further afield, and again served 
to market NCC as a cinema that can land exclusives and premieres.

Interaction has always been key where possible - an example of this is NCCs involvement with the 
Newcastle Arts Festival, and their special screening of The Jungle Book. They invited a member of the 
African community to provide a Drumming demo before the movie, tied in with a Drumming Workshop 
where the kids made their own bongo drums. The hall was dressed in full jungle theme (helped by The 
Resource Centre in Belfast which provides free & recycled materials for use by the community), and this 
was the first time they introduced a discounted family ticket into the equation. 
At the heart of these innovative strategies was the desire to create the old time “magic” of a trip to the 
cinema. They bought a red carpet, velvet rope gates and a proper old fashioned popcorn machine was 
donated. 
 
NCC’s programing has always been about innovation, quality and diversification. With two other guises, 
namely NCC-K and NCC-M (the K is for Kids, and the M is for Music) allowing them to show movies under 
different acronyms in different locations to widen the appeal across the community. They strive to make 
the children’s screenings as fun and colourful as possible, decorating the hall and getting dressed up 
wherever appropriate to extend the theme of the chosen film into the room. The NCC-M moniker allows 
them to expand on our cinematic capabilities into music venues around the town, showing films like The 
Last Waltz and Woodstock to a specialist audience. Newcastle’s music scene is thriving, with jams taking 
place most evenings across town, so once the demand was identified NCC created a spin-off from our main 
function to cater for it. 
 
 


